
4.1 

Introduction 

to Water 

Systems

Globally, 1.2 billion 

people live in areas with 

inadequate water supply.
Source: International Water 

Management Institute

http://www.waternunc.com/gb/pws2025.htm


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9W

RrFHVjY

SIGNIFICANT IDEAS

• The hydrological cycle is a system of 

water flows and storages that may be 

disrupted by human activity.

• The ocean circulatory system (ocean 

conveyor belt) influences the climate and 

global distribution of water (matter and 

energy).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9WRrFHVjY


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9W

RrFHVjY

KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDINGS

• Solar radiation drives the hydrological cycle.

• Fresh water makes up only a small fraction (approximately 2.6% by volume) 

of the Earth’s water storages.

• Storages in the hydrological cycle include organisms, soil and various water 

bodies, including oceans, groundwater (aquifers), lakes, rivers, atmosphere, 

glaciers and ice caps.

• Flows in the hydrological cycle include evapotranspiration, sublimation, 

evaporation, condensation, advection (wind-blown movement), precipitation, 

melting, freezing, flooding, surface runoff, infiltration, percolation, and 

stream-flow or currents.

• Human activities such as agriculture, deforestation and urbanization have a 

significant impact on surface runoff and infiltration.

• Ocean circulation systems are driven by differences in temperature and 

salinity. The resulting difference in water density drives the ocean conveyor 

belt, which distributes heat around the world, and thus affects climate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9WRrFHVjY


APPLICATION & SKILLS

• Discuss human impact on the 

hydrological cycle.

• Construct and analyze a 

hydrological cycle diagram.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9W

RrFHVjY

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

• The hydrological cycle is represented as a 

systems model—to what extent can 

systems diagrams effectively model reality, 

given that they are only based on limited 

observable features?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9WRrFHVjY


THE IMPORTANCE OF WATER

• Water keeps us alive 

• Moderates climate

• Sculpts the land

• Removes and dilutes wastes and pollutants 

• Moves continually through the hydrologic cycle



FLOWS:

• Evaporation

• Transpiration

• Sublimation

• Evaporation

• Condensation

• Advection 

(wind transfer)

• Precipitation

• Melting

• Freezing

• Flooding

• Surface Runoff

• Infiltration

• Percolation

• Stream Flow

• Currents

STORAGES:

• Organisms

• Oceans

• Groundwater 

(Aquifers)

• Lakes

• Soil

• Rivers

• Atmosphere

• Glaciers & Ice Caps



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk




EARTH’S WATER BUDGET

• There is a limited amount of water available on Earth

• Not all of this water is in a usable form

• Water can be considered a renewable or a non-

renewable resource depending on where it is stored.

– For example water molecules in the oceans and icecaps is 

locked in place for extremely long periods of time and so 

can be considered non-renewable

– Water in the atmosphere and rivers moves through the 

cycle more quickly (less than a month) so may be 

considered renewable



https://www.e-education.psu.edu/earth103/node/701



TOO LITTLE FRESHWATER

• About 41% of the world’s population lives in 

river basins that do not have enough 

freshwater.

• Many parts of the world are experiencing:

– Rivers running dry.

– Lakes and seas shrinking.

– Falling water tables from over-pumped aquifers



HUMAN IMPACTS ON THE WATER CYCLE

• Overuse for homes, agriculture, irrigation, & industry.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sqPuOhBN-A

• Colorado River & Rio Grande Rivers, N. America

• Indus River, Pakistan

• Amu Darya River and Syr Darya Rivers, Central Asia 

(once fed the Aral Sea)

• Yellow River, China

• Teesta River, India & Bangladesh (Brahmaputra)

• Murray River, Australia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sqPuOhBN-A


STRESS ON RIVER SYSTEMS

Comparison of the amount of water available with the 

amount used by humans.



DESERTIFICATION

“Desertification is a type of 

land degradation land in 

which a relatively dry land 

region becomes increasingly 

arid, typically losing its 

bodies of water as well as 

vegetation and wildlife.[ It is 

caused by a variety of 

factors, such as climate 

change and human 

activities.” wikipedia



CASE STUDY: THE ARAL SEA DISASTER

• The Aral Sea was once the world’s fourth largest freshwater lake.



CASE STUDY: THE ARAL SEA DISASTER

• Diverting water from the Aral Sea and its two 

feeder rivers mostly for irrigation has created a 

major ecological, economic, and health 

disaster.

– About 85% of the wetlands have been eliminated 

and roughly 50% of the local bird and mammal 

species have disappeared.

– Since 1961, the sea’s salinity has tripled and the 

water has dropped by 22 meters most likely 

causing 20 of the 24 native fish species to go 

extinct.



20% OF THE WORLD’S AQUIFERS ARE BEING OVER PUMPED

http://ensia.com/features/groundwater-wake-up/

http://ensia.com/features/groundwater-wake-up/


GROUNDWATER RECHARGE RATES

http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/2012/08/13/our-oversized-groundwater-footprint/

http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/2012/08/13/our-oversized-groundwater-footprint/


CASE STUDY: AQUIFER DEPLETION & GROUNDWATER

CONTAMINATION IN INDIA

• The Upper Ganges is 

being pumped more than 

50 times its ability to 

recharge.

• Before they are depleted, 

some aquifers will become 

unusable because of 

industrial pollutants, human 

wastes, and agricultural 

chemicals

http://www.groundwatergovernance.org/resources/case-studies/india/en/

http://www.groundwatergovernance.org/resources/case-studies/india/en/


Withdrawing Groundwater (Aquifers) 

Advantages 
Disadvantages 

• Useful for 

drinking and 

irrigation

• Available year-

round

• Exists almost 

everywhere

• Renewable if not 

over-pumped or 

contaminated

• No evaporation 

losses

• Cheaper to 

extract than most 

surface waters

• Aquifer depletion 

from over-pumping

• Sinking of land 

from over-pumping 

(sinkholes)

• Polluted aquifers 

for decades or 

centuries

• Saltwater intrusion 

into drinking water 

supplies near 

coastal areas

• Reduced water 

flows into surface 

waters

• Increased cost and 

contamination from 

deeper wells

PHOTOGRAPH BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

http://www.earth-

policy.org/plan_b_updates/2013/update115

http://www.earth-policy.org/plan_b_updates/2013/update115


Solutions to Groundwater Depletion 

PREVENTION

• Waste less water

• Subsidize water 

conservation

• Ban new wells in 

aquifers near surface 

waters
• Buy and retire 

groundwater 

withdrawal rights in 

critical areas

• Do not grow water-

intensive crops in dry 

areas

CONTROL

• Raise price of 

water to 

discourage 

waste

• Tax water 

pumped from 

wells near 

surface water

• Set and enforce 

minimum stream 

flow levels



HUMAN IMPACTS ON THE WATER CYCLE

• Pollution such as fertilizers, heavy 

metals, and sewage contaminating 

water sources
• A World Bank study said four major rivers near 

Dhaka -- the Buriganga, Shitalakhya, Turag and Balu

-- receive 1.5 million cubic metres of waste water 

every day from 7,000 industrial units in surrounding 

areas and another 0.5 million cubic meters from other 

sources. "Bangladesh River Pollution Threatens Millions." Reuters. 

Thomson Reuters, 2009. Web. 08 Mar. 2016.



HUMAN IMPACTS ON THE WATER CYCLE

• Changing the flow of rivers

– Building concrete channels to prevent 

flooding

– Straightening rivers

– Building dams

– Diverting rivers



WHY DO RIVERS MEANDER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a3r-cG8Wic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a3r-cG8Wic


Provides water 
for year-round 
irrigation of 
cropland

Flooded land 
destroys forests 
or cropland and 
displaces people

Large losses of 
water through 
evaporationProvides 

water for 
drinking

Downstream 
cropland and 
estuaries are 
deprived of nutrient-
rich silt

Reservoir is useful 
for recreation and 
fishing

Risk of failure 
and devastating 
downstream 
flooding

Can produce 
cheap electricity 
(hydropower)

Downstream 
flooding is 
reduced

Migration and 
spawning of 
some fish are 
disrupted

USING DAMS AND RESERVOIRS





CASE STUDY: CHINA’S
THREE GORGES DAM

There is a debate over whether 
the advantages of the world’s 
largest dam and reservoir will 
outweigh its disadvantages.

• The dam will be 2 kilometers long.
• The electric output will be that of 18 large coal-

burning or nuclear power plants.
• It will facilitate ship travel reducing transportation 

costs.
• Dam will displace 1.2 million people.
• Dam is built over seismatic fault and already has 

small cracks. 



TOO MUCH WATER

• Heavy rainfall, rapid snowmelt, 

removal of vegetation, and destruction 

of wetlands cause flooding.

• Floodplains, which usually include 

highly productive wetlands, help 

provide natural flood and erosion 

control, maintain high water quality, 

and recharge groundwater.

• To minimize floods, rivers have been 

narrowed with levees and walls, and 

dammed to store water.



HUMAN ACTIVITY AND FLOODING

• Human activities have contributed to flood deaths and damages.



HUMAN ACTIVITY AND FLASH FLOODING

• A flash flood is a rapid flooding of low 

lying areas usually due to heavy rains. 

• Human urbanization may increase the 

incidence of flash flooding by increasing 

the rate of runoff and decreasing the soil 

absorption rates in an area  

(deforestation, over-paving)

• Placing bridges, culverts, and channeling, 

all decrease the width of a river and 

increase flow rates

• Sediment and debris not only raise water 

levels, but also cause blockages which 

can further impact flooding



OCEAN CURRENTS & ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

• Ocean currents play a major role in distributing energy 

around the globe.

• Surface currents are moved by wind and affect the upper 

400 m of the ocean

• Deep ocean currents (thermohaline) are 90% of the ocean 

currents

• These are a type of convection current which  move due to 

differences in density (due to salt levels and temperature)

• Salt makes water more dense

• An increase in salt concentration lowers the freezing point of 

water.

• Cold water hold more salt and is more dense so sinks.



OCEAN CURRENTS & ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

• Upwellings occur when 

cold water moves up to 

replace warm water

• Downwellings occur when 

warm water moves down to 

replace cold water.  

• Where would you 

expect warm 

currents? 

• Cold currents?

science.nasa.gov

http://science.nasa.gov/earth-science/oceanography/ocean-earth-system/climate-variability/


OCEAN CURRENTS & ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

• Water requires more heat energy to warm up than land

• Water also cools more slowly than land.

• Because of this, land near large bodies of water tend to 

have less extreme temperature changes

• Due to the large surface area (70% of earth) the oceans 

are also the major area of evaporation, which in turn 

means that coastal areas are more likely to be humid (if 

hot) and to receive more precipitation.

• Therefore the ocean currents play a large role in 

determining the climate of coastal regions. 



OCEAN CURRENTS & ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

• Looking at the map, how would the oceans currents 

affect the climate of different areas?



HOMEWORK

Read pp. 198 - 206

Complete TO DO Box p. 201

March 22 is World Water Day

http://www.unwater.org/water-cooperation-2013/home/en/


MORE CASE STUDIES

• http://www.digital-

week.info/education/water_for_all/water/problem/in

dex_pupil.htm

• http://www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/research/

case_studies/Ganges_New.htm

• http://growingblue.com/category/case-studies/

http://www.digital-week.info/education/water_for_all/water/problem/index_pupil.htm
http://www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/research/case_studies/Ganges_New.htm
http://growingblue.com/category/case-studies/

